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Introduction 

In ‘The Order of Things’ by Michel Foucault, language was studied as a construct of an ordering 

system and this system is constantly evolving the meaning of terms (e.g. ‘documents’, previously 

understood as literally paper documents are now also known as computer data or files) within 

languages to adapt to contemporary context (Foucault, Preface 1970). With the changing times and 

new arising forms of urban and technological cultures, intersecting with the use of languages, it is 

within this ‘middle region’ between constructed language and culture be studied alongside each 

other and to place an order of things to rationalise and produce a hybrid meaning fitting to 

contemporary context. I wish to take upon this essay as the ‘middle region’ (Foucault, Preface 1970) of 

perceiving the Okiya as an institution through the use of Occidental theories on an Oriental specific 

institution and it is by no means meant to undermine the Japanese culture in the process. 

The occidental theories this essay will be focusing on is the logic of sensation on Affect. Affect has 

been debated umpteen times and continues to do so for the subjective nature but everyone can 

agree upon the existence of Affect and its effect on the body. It is the phase between where the 

body receives information from the surrounding (intuitively or physically) and the display of any 

form of reaction (emotions, actions). Affect is cumulative within the body both subconsciously 

(reflexive and intuitive) and consciously as memory with the capacity to receive and change an 

individual both physically and mentally as well as potential to affect others to do so as well.  

In this essay, I will be drawing upon theories by Michel Foucault, Gilles Deleuze, Brian Massumi and 

Georges Teyssot to study the Okiya as a place of learning for its’ students and the role Affect plays in 

the journey of ‘becoming’ within the Okiya. The essay will look into the power relation and power 

manipulation of both the Okiya and the human outcome (Geisha) through affect as a tool of power 

control that occurs within and beyond the walls of the institution which extends into the society. 

Power manipulation is the fundamental platform of the control system applied in an organisation 

and in this case, an institution. Further analysis within this essay will look at the methods of control 

imposed on the resident students through affect analysis. As the direct human outcome of the 

institution, this essay also attempts to provide an occidental perspective of the construct of geisha 

and analyse the affect that plays in the metamorphosis of ‘becoming’ and her tools of the trade. 
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Okiya 

The Okiya does not fall into a definite typology of 

function and continues to remain ambiguous in the 

role it plays in Japanese society. Fundamentally 

presented with the scale and language of a 

residential house(Fig 1), the Okiya performs beyond 

providing a residential shelter for its inhabitants but 

also as an office to plan the hectic schedules of the 

geisha and for new students, begins as an institution 

of undertaking the craft of becoming , the    

becoming of a geisha.  

With its multiplicity of function, the Okiya is a place of subjectivity but I will be studying it as a form 

of institution, perceiving it as the only place in the globe where you can learn the art of becoming a 

geisha and applying it as a profession, functioning similarly to other education systems occurring in 

the rest of the world. Unlike in the past, Geishas were not as socially accepted as today, showing up 

on posters seemingly as ambassadors to Japan tourism market(Fig 2). A geisha profession in the past 

was often either by birth or by trade but in contemporary times through the shift into current 

system of control society, choices are given to individuals to enlist willingly (Deleuze 1995). Under the 

sprawl of influence, even the highly self-enclosed and structured geisha industry could not escape 

the shift from disciplinary to control society and have to conform in certain manners for it to 

continue functioning in the society. 

Within the Okiya, the power relations between 

subjects are ambiguous as well. Multiple overlays of 

relationships such as parent and guardian to a child, a 

teacher and her student, an employer with her 

employee or a business woman and her corporeal 

investment over each other, creating a complex 

relationship involving Affect between subjects of the 

Okiya household. These layers place importance in different stages of a geisha’s career life in a 

sequential manner starting from a teacher and a student to an employer with an employee as she 

graduates to become a full fledge geisha, reducing the power on the teacher and student 

Figure 2: Geisha as Japan icon in tourism 
Image from http://www.japantravel.co.uk/  

Figure 1: Architecturally ambiguous 
Image from http://www.2lo.gorzow.pl/ 
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relationship plane but not omitting it. The ambiguity in power relational typology provides an insight 

to the needs of an order to essentially enforce a form of control within the Okiya. This power 

pyramid of the Okaa-san, Onee-san (senior) and the Maiko (junior) within the Okiya institution can 

be constructed by the methods of affect manipulation, seen here from 3 perspectives. 

Disciplinary Complex 

Described by Deleuze as the former system of society control around the time before World War II, 

the disciplinary society is constructed upon closed system with seemingly monotonous and 

systematic qualities. Operated by nodes of concentration points such as major sites (factory, school, 

hospital, barracks), and inter-travelling between these mere few sites, allows a seemingly all-seeing 

eye of an individual, progressing from confined spaces to another  (Deleuze 1995). Here, people are 

always ‘seen’. 

The Control Society on the other hand is described as a system based on ‘free floating control’ that 

presents new freedom in choices through the proliferation of miniature branches of major typology 

(e.g. clinics and hospital) and the digitizing of information into data streams. Control societies 

seemingly unbind individuals from precepts but however offer a different bondage on the subject 

such as a profession can become a lifelong process of updating skills (Deleuze 1995) and knowledge to 

the market demands unlike the sequential process of a disciplinary society.  

As of contemporary time, the Okiya remains to function similarly in the disciplinary manner where 

the students’ whereabouts are always ‘seen’ by the Okaa-san (head of the Okiya). As she will be 

scheduling each individual student’s classes which are held by masters of various arts in confine 

spaces or classrooms, spread out in the area of the Hanamachi, any abnormalities are easily 

noticeable, with very little freedom of choice given by the nature of a disciplinary complex. The 

practice of signatures and a registry system in place for identifying individuals from the mass of 

geishas is another characteristic of disciplinary society. Geishas and Maikos are assigned a stage or 

profession name in their career and most often students of the same Okiya have synonyms in their 

name (Fig 3. Example from left, Tsunemomo, Tsunesono, Tsuneyu and Tsunekazu) creating the first 

layer of register. The ‘Kenban’ or Geisha’s Registry Office in each Hanamachi district subsequently 

acts as the register for the geishas on a city scale context, amassing and individuating geishas.  
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 ‘In disciplinary societies, you were always starting all over again (as you went from school to 

barracks, from barracks to factory), while in control societies you never finish anything’ (Deleuze 1995)  

The new generations of Japanese are inherently institutionalised with the mechanism of a control 

society and enrolling into the Okiya requires the individual to start all over again not only in the 

education form but as well as their form of interaction with society. Due to the ambiguous nature 

that surrounds the geisha industry, it does not fit into the existing societal fabric but instead Okiyas 

congregate together to create a ‘place’ known as Hanamachi and businesses related to this 

profession such as tea houses and various art masters are drawn to situated themselves closer, 

constructing a parallel mini-society and seemingly making the whole of the Hanamachi as the 

superstructure of the institution of becoming a geisha. 

 

Insecurity 

Japan has always been a society that places high attention on complex social etiquettes from the 

scale of the domestic threshold to the working culture. The geisha are no different and little is 

known about the professions behaviour due to the obscured nature of the industry and the lack of 

informative asset for student generates an affect which results in reliance towards other subjects 

with more knowledge of the industry. This reliance can be perceived as a subconscious 

relinquishment of power, thus it can be exploited as tool of power relation using affect 

manipulation. The Okaa-san shown in the SBS Documentary ‘Geisha girl’ is seen often giving pointers 

to her students in the things to do and not to do as a geisha, implying if she do otherwise, it could 

spell some sort of complications and such pointers are drawn from pure individual experiences of 

Figure 3: Okaa-san as the authoritative figure 

Image from 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/32340107@N0

3/4269494023/ 

 

Figure 4: A typical Family name board outside 
Okiya showing the inhabiting Geishas  

Image from 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/32340107@N0

3/page10/ 
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the Okaa-san (SBS 2008). This course of action may be purely intentional towards educating her 

student but on an affect level, it imposes superiority and reaffirms the Okaa-san as top of the power 

pyramid. 

Language 

Fundamentally the main mode of communication and inherently fused into us as intellectual beings 

(Foucault, Preface 1970), the mode of language and its inherent power within language is utilised as an 

affect manipulation tool in the Okiya. The residents of the Okiya are enforced to address one 

another with family related terms such as mother and sister. The Okaa-san literally means ‘mother’ 

in Japanese language and this application of the term ‘mother’, brings with it a notion of power and 

authority within a matriarchal structure. The act of acknowledgement indicates an affective 

submission to the Okaa-san. Subsequently, Onee-san or big sister is used to address seniors in 

training and the uses of terms to address family members indicates a notion of responsibility to one 

another, using language as an affect tool to structure the hierarchy and places a mutual 

responsibility between individuals.  
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Geisha 

The figure of the Geisha is a construct bounded by stringent rituals and practices and popular media 

has further solidified the image. The white powered face currently serves as an iconic construct 

more than the function it performs when it allows the facial features to glow mystically in the candle 

lit period yet to fulfil the figure; it is still being applied today. 

In this part of the essay, I will draw upon Teyssot’s study of the body’s perceptive and sensorimotor 

capabilities to understand the metamorphosis from subject to the figure of a geisha. I argue that the 

construction of the figure of the geisha can be broken into exteroception, proprioception and 

interoception. 

Teyssot defines the perceptive capabilities which involve our five senses and the physicality of the 

body which is exposed to the exterior world including alterations such as addition and deduction of 

the body form as Exteroception. Proprioception is related to our sensation of body in space and 

muscular tensions while Interoception refers to sensations generated by the visceral organs situated 

with the body vessel (Teyssot 1994). Both the proprioception and interoception are intangible 

sensation that transforms into actions and gestures whereas exteroception is more often translated 

into form and representations. Fundamentally this is the breakdown of how a body exchanges 

information (perceptively, reflexively and intuitively respectively) and reacts with the exterior world.  

Teyssot further identifies the potential of exteroceptic qualities saying, “By becoming a pure sign, 

recognizable on the ‘social’ level, the body in turns receives a named discourse, a proper name, an 

identity”  (Teyssot 1994). This is shown through the media’s strong construct of the geisha that it 

isolates the geisha figure from the subject, deducing the exteroceptic qualities of the geisha body 

into signs recognizable on a social level. It is most agreed upon that the outcome of the recognizable 

‘social’ level of the geisha is the white facial features, striking red lips and elaborated kimonos. In the 

process of recognizing, a parallel process of association occurs, formalizing the ‘sign’ into an icon. As 

the geisha figure, it is the icon of Japan’s culture. 

It is here I question the potency of exteroceptic qualities in 

assigning an identity such as the geisha and not of the 

corporeal being, recognising and associating the 

exteroceptic tools (garments and cosmetics) over the body 

and the body into the tool (mannequin).   

 
Figure 5: The body becomes the 
mannequin of the garment in conveying 
identity 
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Figure 3 

The geisha exteroception is a complex construct of signifiers that subsequently breaks down the 

identity of a geisha to form an individualistic profile on the subject in the field of professions such as 

ranks and seniority. The signs are subtle and unobtrusive to the whole outcome of the geisha 

exterior such as the selective colouring of just the lower lips is used to signify the youth and purity of 

a freshly debuted Maiko while the ‘mon’ crest embroidered on the Obi belt indicates the geisha’s 

allegiance to her Danna (patron) or Okiya. Hairstyles and kanzashi (hair ornaments) are also related 

to the season and occasion of the appointment which the geisha will be attending. Through multiple 

layers of signifiers, customized to an individual, gives an identity to the subject. This is much similar 

to the prominent badges of achievements and rank clipped onto a military uniform. Beyond the 

Geishas exteroceptic construct as an identity, it is also carefully engineered to serve as an affect 

generator through representation of the natural body shape as well as alterations with accessories, 

cosmetics and garments. The unpainted skin on the nape of the neck when contrasted with the 

white painted skin is an intentional move to create an illusion of the person behind the geisha ‘mask’ 

as well as the blushing coloration on the facial features are some engineered exteroceptic 

alterations to generate forms of affects (Cobb 1995).  

Figure 6: Layering of signifiers slowly unveils the 
subject behind the exteroceptic cover. 
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Unlike exteroception, both proprioception and interoception does not take a constant physical form 

and is temporal within space-time but the experience can be permanent to subjects exposed to it.  

What the mind receives through the three categories of bodily perceptive and sensorimotor 

capabilities, the mind also suggests. The body then takes form through action to interact with the 

world, and the result is fed back into the mind, forming a recursive cycle between the internalization 

of the body and the external world. The reactions of the body can be broken down into 

proprioception (reflex) and interoception (intuitive). This loop can be both a conscious or 

subconscious effort often drawing upon memories. As the profession of geisha is essentially built 

upon repetitions of training and events, the body serves as a storage vessel for reflexive experiences 

and the mind a vessel for memories. It is here the Okaa-san plays the role of the educator, drawing 

upon her personal experiences and transferring onto her lineage of geishas. By having the body as a 

vessel, experiences become highly biased and subjective due to the multitudes of medium in the 

transfer process. This form of knowledge transfer becomes highly descriptive, humane and fluid, 

different from the definitive and rigid approach of textbook syllabus. The diversity of experience 

passed on creates a form of identity for each Okiya, having subtle differences in the geisha 

profession. 

Massumi states, “A habit or a skill is acquired through repetition. But once we have contracted it, we 

don’t have the repetitions; we have a capacity to redeploy a sequence of actions, including on-the-fly 

variations responding instantaneously to particularities of the situation.” (Massumi, Of Microperception 

and Micropolitics 2008) and similarly, there are no books or text in the becoming of a Geisha; only 

physical guidance. If mechanics and engineer possesses toolbox with physical tools which extends 

the body reach and capability to cause an effect, Geishas possesses intangible tools of arts engraved 

into their mind and body, extending their body as a medium to create affect. Geishas are essentially 

an affect engineer, trained in exercising suggestive bodily gestures to generate a particular affect in 

their clients such as the intentional revealing of certain area of skin (inner wrist) as depicted in 

‘Memoirs of a Geisha’ portraying qualities of conscious proprioception of the body (Marshall 2005). 

The geisha places the body into constant repetition of performance to perfect and engrave the 

action into a skill. There is no written examination; the body is translated into the examination 

paper, the body gestures, facial expressions down to the positioning the body is space, is a reflection 

of the amount of training affecting the proprioception of the individual.  
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Actions can be reflexive but communication is intuitive and can be similarly affective. The Japanese 

language functions heavily on the notion of tone in verbal communication; a single word has 

multitudes of meaning and expression when used with different tones and generates different 

affect. The art of conversation resides in the training of interoception through repeatedly 

undergoing on-the-job apprenticeship up to five years, accumulating experiences, good and bad. 

These experiences behaves similarly to the habit or skill described by Massumi, capable of 

redeploying not in actions but crafted verbal conversations. Along with guidance from the Okaa-san 

and Onee-san, a geisha begins to shape her own interoception into a tool of affect manipulation. In 

totality, the geisha’s profession revolves around the mastery of the three categories of body’s 

perceptive sensorimotor capabilities. They are trained to be affected and reply with engineered 

affect, capable of steering the patrons affect in a particular direction, away from their worldly 

worries. 

Similarly with other modes of entertainment professions, affect is the fundamental mode of 

exchange with their audiences and the geishas’ construct capitalizes on the three categories of 

Exteroception, Proprioception and Interoception of the body as the tool in the trade, selling Affect 

and using the body as a medium.  

The psychoanalysis of Affect is an occidental theory that probably has never been introduced before 

around the Feudal Age of Japan, at the birth period of the Geisha profession. It is an untested 

ground to witness affect being applied in the institution and construction of the geisha intuitively for 

power control and affect manipulations. There is no definite conclusion to the amount of affect 

intended when decisions were made in the way the Okiya operates in the power relation till today or 

the construct of the geisha figure. It is however evident that Okiya and Geisha possesses a 

considerable potency of affect value in the way it functions, using affect as a tool of control and for 

trade. 
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